Mother, four children slain in Teaneck home

By GEORGE WAGNER

There was no need to be kept waiting in Teaneck Tuesday, but there was an unexpected call from a neighbor at 4 p.m. Friday. The woman was in a great state of excitement andwanted to report an incident that had occurred in her home.

She said the body of her two boys, ages 6 and 7, was found in the bathtub of their second-floor apartment. The boys had been in separate rooms, isolated between the two boys, in the front of the building. At 4 p.m., the bodies of the boys were removed.

The bodies were turned over to the coroner's office for an autopsy. The cause of death remains under investigation.
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**Michigan keeps results secret**

Bergen trio in Hoffa lineup

By BRUCE LOCKE

It's a long shot for Mangurian and Benko to make the cut. The former, after all, was cut from the team before he was traded to the New York Yankees last season. The latter, after all, was cut from the team before he was traded to the New York Yankees last season.
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**The girl who had no enemies**

By MICHAEL POLLOCK
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Run-ins with law no novelty for two in Mich. lineup

By R. CLINTON MARTIN

More than a trace of snow

BRIEFLY

Men arrested in Madera

By JAMES O. BROWN

BRIEFLY

Cortland police said, "I was the decor; there was a great deal more behind it. I was admiring the display, and not by any means. I was looking through the display, and not by any means."

(To be continued)

The mob dump with a dirty past

By EMILY D. SMITH
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In 1923, the Brink's robbery was the biggest in the history of the United States. A crew of eight men and women had been working on the dump for months, planning the heist. They had broken into the vault of the Brink's Bank in Boston, and stole $2.5 million. It was an audacious and daring heist, and it made headlines around the world.

But the Brink's robbery wasn't the only heist in history. There have been many other similar events, where gangs of thieves have broken into banks or other valuable locations, stealing millions of dollars. The Brink's robbery was just one of many.

The mob dump was one such heist. It was a group of criminals who had been working together for months, planning the heist. They had broken into the dump of a nearby construction site, and stolen $3 million. It was an audacious and daring heist, and it made headlines around the world.

But the mob dump wasn't the only heist in history. There have been many other similar events, where gangs of thieves have broken into dumps or other valuable locations, stealing millions of dollars. The mob dump was just one of many.